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Available to mobile phone owners worldwide in 20 different languages, Sygic supports over 80 million mobile phones and is the first smartphone navigation app to be available
in Spanish, Chinese, Arabic and Russian. It works with over 180 map providers, the majority of which are also available for the palmOS, Symbian and Windows Mobile platforms,
and integrates with mapping technologies, location-based services and community-driven map providers. Sygic also keeps up with the market: it is the only one that has
implemented Android and iPhone OS versions for iPhone users. Through the Sygic channel, Android users can download the new Sygic-Yandex edition for Russia, China,
Turkmenistan and the Baltics, which is now optimized for Android 3.0 and has added geofencing, save states, shortcuts and traffic alerts. Sygic also has a multi-language
BlackBerry edition which is currently available in over 20 languages, including Arabic, and Chinese in Taiwan and mainland China. Around the world, more than 220 million
smartphone owners use Sygic to navigate and more than 80 million have already joined the Sygic community through the Sygic mobile applications and web-based services.
Sygic Gps Navigation for Symbian, Palm Web OS, Android and Windows Mobile 6.5, 6.0 and CE 6.0 is free for non-commercial use on devices that meet the system
requirements of each platform. Sygic supports more than 40 different maps and map providers, and integrates with Garmin, TomTom and Magellan. Sygic works with a third-
party service to provide traffic information for the millions of phones that connect to it, and through its own on-demand service, Sygic Navigation, the company processes more
than 50 million map requests per month from drivers with its system-independent user interface, dynamic route-planning and provision of fuel and time forecasts. SYNC
3-enabled vehicles can use Sygic with Ford SYNC 3, a Ford-developed interface that combines the voice control abilities of SYNC with the navigation capabilities of Sygic. Sygic
is recognized by leading mobility service providers, who rely on the system to power mobility applications, and provide voice turn-by-turn navigation for drivers, while Sygic
maps provide accurate navigation solutions to support the fleet.
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Sygic remained committed to its promises after we launched Symbian and tried other operating systems, Sygic has just been on Android for a year now. We strive to stay true
to its roots and serve our customers where they are. Theres no need to install a bunch of other apps when youre already using GPS. Plus, Sygic is a FREE app. Sygic also has a

feature that allows you to book locations on the map by pinning it to the Start screen, which is handy for when youre driving and dont have time to launch an app. Before
Google Maps had indoor maps, we were the first to offer that and we think its important to remain at the forefront of technology. Users have been asking for more enterprise-

level features for years and thats why the Sygic Enterprise edition is now available. This version comes with advanced functionality for fleet management, expense
management, maintenance reminders and more. A huge plus is that you can install the Sygic Enterprise edition on up to 100 locations for no additional charge. Sygic is also
going where no other system has gone before by working with international car manufacturers to expand the Sygic installed base to include every car sold in Europe by the

end of 2016. Thats a massive opportunity for us as a small company. Earlier this year, the Sygic team won the Fast Company Inspire Award 2016 for its MapRoulette
technology for its ability to create a location ranking system. Sygic was the first company to introduce that and we believe it plays an important role in the development of

smart cities. So thats the future we have in store for Sygic customers. We plan to keep improving our navigation technology and making it more intuitive. But in the meantime,
if youre looking for the best navigation app on Android,Sygic is the only choice. 5ec8ef588b
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